
GROWN IN BRITAIN  
Collect Art Fair 2023 (1-5 March)



The New Craftsmen curates, commissions and sells unique contemporary objects that are rooted in craftsmanship 
and narrative. Spanning furniture, lighting, textiles and objects, our range is made by a network of the most exceptional 
makers across the British Isles.

After ten years, The New Craftsmen, has relaunched under the dynamic new stewardship of internationally renowned 
gallery owner Sarah Myerscough as CEO and Kathy Lacour, as Managing Director.  At Collect they present a nature-
inspired new collection of pieces, ‘Grown in Britain’ to demonstrate their commitment to British craftsmanship working 
with local materials connected to place and community. 

‘Grown in Britain’ encapsulates a biophilic interior landscape of furniture, lighting, and objects.  This display of 
handcrafted work showcases some of Britain’s finest craftspeople and reflects on their passion for storytelling that 
speaks of place through working with natural grown regional materials and a shared gentle sensibility that intrinsically 
binds us all to the natural landscape of the British Isles. The exhibition will feature the following makers:

Matthew Raw • Eleanor Lakelin • Darren Appiagyei • Hilary Burns • Anthony Bryant • Blast Studios
Elaine Bolt • Annemarie O’Sullivan  • Takahashi McGil • Bibbings & Hensby • Imogen Bright Moon 

Gareth Neal • Aimee Betts • Kevin Gauld  • Joe Hogan • Caroline Sharp • Pip Rice • SASA Works

For further information about any of the works shown or to find out more about custom variations please contact amy.fletcher@thenewcraftsmen.com 

THE NEW CRAFTSMEN PRESENTS GROWN IN BRITAIN
AT COLLECT ART FAIR 2023, SOMERSET HOUSE





BRODGAR OCCASIONAL CHAIR 
(WITH DRAWER)

Exclusively designed for The New Craftsmen  
by Gareth Neal and made by Orkney furniture 
maker Kevin Gauld, the Brodgar Occasional Chair 
(With Drawer) showcases the vernacular straw 
work of traditional Orkney chairs to stunning effect. 
This piece now sits within the permanent collection 
of The Victoria & Alber t museum as a timeless 
and unique example of contemporary design and 
traditional craftsmanship combining in a truly 
authentic way.

Dimensions: W: 61cm D: 56cm H: 81cm
W: 21in D: 22in H: 31.9in

Material: Oak, straw

Lead Time: 8 – 12 weeks

Gareth Neal & Kevin Gauld



BRODGAR OCCASIONAL CHAIR (WITH DRAWER)



BRODGAR LOUNGE CHAIR 
(WITH DRAWER)

The Brodgar Lounge Chair (Without Drawer) is 
the product of a collaboration between The New 
Craftsmen, Dalston based furniture maker Gareth 
Neal, and traditional Orkney chair maker Kevin 
Gauld. Gareth travelled back to Orkney in Scotland 
to develop the original Brodgar Chair design with 
Kevin, resulting in a contemporary twist on this 
iconic piece of British furniture.

Dimensions: W: 72cm D: 55cm H: 88cm
W: 28.3in D: 21.67in H: 34.6in

Material: Oak, straw

Lead Time: 12  – 14 weeks

Gareth Neal & Kevin Gauld



BRODGAR SIDE TABLE (WITH DRAWER)



BRODGAR SIDE TABLE (WITH 
DRAWER)

Brodgar Side Table (With Drawer) by Gareth Neal 
and Kevin Gauld, designed to complement the 
original Brodgar chair range while also functioning 
beautifully as a standalone piece.

Dimensions: D: 46cm H: 55cm
D: 18.1in H: 21.7in

Material: Oak, straw

Lead Time: 14 – 16 weeks

Gareth Neal & Kevin Gauld



WILLOW LOUNGE CHAIR 
(WITHOUT DRAWER)

The Willow Lounge Chair (Without Drawer) is 
the product of a collaboration between The New 
Craftsmen, Dalston based furniture maker Gareth 
Neal, and Studio AMOS, the Sussex-based basket 
weaving workshop of Annemarie O‘Sullivan and Tom 
McWalter. Based on the original Straw-back Brodgar 
collection by Gareth, this chair is a contemporary 
twist on this iconic piece of British furniture.

Dimensions: W: 72cm D: 55cm H: 88cm
W: 28.3in D: 21.67in H: 34.6in

Material: Oak, White Willow

Lead Time: 12  – 14 weeks

Gareth Neal & Studio AMOS



STITCHED SIDE TABLE IN ASH  
& NATURAL CORD

The Stitched Side Table in Ash & Natural Cord 
is the latest edition to a collaboration between 
embroidery and braiding specialist Aimee Betts 
and furniture designer-maker Gareth Neal. 
Commissioned by The New Craftsmen and 
exclusively handmade by luxury cabinet makers, 
Lydiates in Herefordshire. The Side Table 
embodies craf tsmanship and the sensitive approach 
to collaboration between two highly skilled 
craf tspeople.

Options:

Dimensions: W: 49cm  D: 49cm  H: 61cm
W: 19.3in D: 19.3in H: 24in

Material:  Ash, mixed natural cords

Lead Time: 10 – 12 weeks

Gareth Neal & Aimee Betts

Ash Blackened Ash



STITCHED SIDEBOARD IN ASH  
(4 DOOR)

The Stitched Sideboard is a collaboration between 
embroidery and braiding specialist Aimee Betts 
and furniture designer-maker Gareth Neal. This 
piece was commissioned by The New Craftsmen and 
is exclusively handmade by luxury cabinet makers, 
Lydiates in Herefordshire. The cabinet embodies 
craf tsmanship and the sensitive approach to 
collaboration between two highly skilled craf t 
makers.

Please enquire regarding bespoke variations.

Options:

Dimensions: W: 220cm D: 54cm H: 76cm
W: 86.6in D: 21.2in H: 30in

Material:  Ash, mixed cords, brass

Lead Time: 10 – 12 weeks

Gareth Neal & Aimee Betts

Ash Blackened Ash



STITCHED SIDEBOARD IN ASH (4 DOOR)



NAILED DRESSER

Nailed Dresser was crafted by Bibbings & Hensby. 
Whilst mudlarking on the foreshore of the River 
Thames, the duo found several hand forged nails, which 
prompted their research into historic forms of nailed 
furniture. The dresser is made to house and display 
ceramic pieces, gathered and curated over time, and 
forms part of a new range of furniture. The spirit of 
simplicity and functional craftsmanship that characterise 
this traditional vernacular furniture are embodied 
within the design. Made exclusively with historically 
faithful nails hand forged by a traditional blacksmith, and 
without glue or complex joinery, the dresser explores 
the possibilities for the humble nail in contemporary 
handmade furniture. Scratch lines can be seen all 
over the furniture, a traditional way to line up nails 
in vernacular furniture and a fur ther example of the 
makers commitment to celebrate authentic methods in 
this piece.

This product is available in bespoke variations, please 
enquire for fur ther details.

Dimensions: W: 150cm D: 50cm H: 200cm
W: 59.1in D: 19.7in H: 78.7in

Material:    Oak, riven ash handle, wrought iron nails, 
clear matt oil

Lead Time: 10 - 12 weeks

Bibbings & Hensby





NAILED SIDEBOARD

Nailed Sideboard was crafted by Bibbings & Hensby. 

Whilst mudlarking on the foreshore of the River 

Thames, the duo found several hand forged nails, which 

prompted their research into historic forms of nailed 

furniture. The cabinet is made to house and display 

ceramic pieces, gathered and curated over time, and 

forms part of a new range of furniture.The spirit of 

simplicity and functional craftsmanship that characterise 

this traditional vernacular furniture are embodied 

within the design. Made exclusively with historically 

faithful nails hand forged by a traditional blacksmith, and 

without glue or complex joinery, the dresser explores 

the possibilities for the humble nail in contemporary 

handmade furniture. Scratch lines can be seen all 

over the furniture, a traditional way to line up nails 

in vernacular furniture and a fur ther example of the 

makers commitment to celebrate authentic methods in 

this piece. 

This product is available in bespoke variations, please 

enquire for fur ther details.

Dimensions: W: 150cm D: 50cm H: 75cm

W: 59.1in D: 19.7in H: 29.5in

Material:    Oak, riven ash handle, wrought iron nails, 

clear matt oil

Lead Time: 10 - 12 weeks

Bibbings & Hensby





WELCOME DINING TABLE IN OAK

Welcome Dining Table in Oak designed by Matthew 
Raw draws inspiration from building facades and 
historical sur face application of tiled buildings, 
the 8-seater dining table is an evolution of the 
ceramicists Welcome cabinet range. The Welcome 
Dining Table has a solid oak top with two fully tiled 
cylindrical columns at the base, f inished with two 
inlaid circular tiled areas on the sur face, as though 
the columns emerge through the timber top. The 
hand-built tiles used on the table are the same 
propor tion as the welcome range and come in a 
range of custom glazes, suitable for the top. 

.

Dimensions: W: 230cm D: 93cm H: 75cm
W: 90.6in D: 36.6in H: 29.5in

Material:  Red stoneware clay, glaze, plywood, Eng-
lish oak, terracotta grout

Lead Time: 10 – 12 weeks

Matthew Raw



WELCOME TABLE IN OAK



KNAP LIGHT

Knap Light by Annemarie O’Sullivan is part of the 

‘Plant Explorations’ collection, facilitated by The New 

Craftsmen. Annemarie found inspiration in the elegance 
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a light that contrasts an ordered wooden framework 

against the dynamic wildness of around 8,000 cane knots. 

The word ‘Knap’ is an old English word which refers to 

the ‘crest of a hill’ - a nod to Annemarie’s East Sussex 

surroundings and its landscape, which provides a constant 

source of inspiration. The Knap Light is a celebration of 

bundling and binding techniques and the repetition of 

knotting, while pushing the material into a dense mass 

to form a striking sculptural piece rich with layers of 

illumination. This light comes with an adjustable 3m drop 

of black tensile cable as standard, custom drops can be 

commissioned. It gives a warm white light through a 

parchment-coated diffuser and is dimmer- compatible

Dimensions:  W: 180cm D: 65cm H: 128cm

 W: 70.9in D: 25.6in H: 50.4in

Material:  Oak, cane

Lead Time: 16 weeks

Annemarie O’Sullivan



KNAP LIGHT



PETITE CORAL LIGHT I 

LOEWE FOUNDATION Craft Prize f inalists Blast 
Studio source discarded coffee cups from Londons 
cafés and transform the waste material into a paper 
pulp that is then sculpted into organic statement 
lights. Once shaped, the pulp hardens through a 
slow drying process, creating a strong biomaterial. 

The organic shape of the Coral Light collection is 
inspired by corals and sea scapes and par ticularly 
Ernst Haeckel’s drawings of sea life. 

Dimensions: Dia: 21cm H: 15cm
Dia: 8.3in H: 5.9in

Material:  Recycled paper coffee cups (dyed) 

Lead Time: Unique piece, 
similar can be commissioned

Blast Studio



PETITE CORAL LIGHT I 

LOEWE FOUNDATION Craft Prize f inalists Blast 
Studio source discarded coffee cups from Londons 
cafés and transform the waste material into a paper 
pulp that is then sculpted into organic statement 
lights. Once shaped, the pulp hardens through a 
slow drying process, creating a strong biomaterial. 

The organic shape of the Coral Light collection is 
inspired by corals and sea scapes and par ticularly 
Ernst Haeckel’s drawings of sea life. 

Dimensions: Dia: 22.5cm H: 10cm
Dia: 8.6in H: 3.9in

Material:  Recycled paper coffee cups (dyed) 

Lead Time: Unique piece, 
similar can be commissioned

Blast Studio



GRANDE CORAL LIGHT I 

LOEWE FOUNDATION Craft Prize f inalists Blast 
Studio source discarded coffee cups from Londons 
cafés and transform the waste material into a paper 
pulp that is then sculpted into organic statement 
lights. Once shaped, the pulp hardens through a 
slow drying process, creating a strong biomaterial. 

The organic shape of the Coral Light collection is 
inspired by corals and sea scapes and par ticularly 
Ernst Haeckel’s drawings of sea life. 

Dimensions: Dia: 75cm H: 18cm
Dia: 29.5in H: 7.1in

Material:  Recycled paper coffee cups (dyed) 

Lead Time: Unique piece, 
similar can be commissioned

Blast Studio



HADITHI FLOOR LAMP

HADITHI Floor Lamp by SASA Works is part of the 
‘Plant Explorations’ collection, facilitated by The New 
'VEJXWQIR��7%7%�[SVOW�PSSOIH�XS�WTVMRK�XMQI�¾S[IVW�
and the enchanted realms of woodlands, which often 
symbolise purity, grace and healing.This piece was 
inspired by forms in nature, with an allusion to the idea of 
being ‘grown’ and not simply made. As with many forms 
in nature, this piece is created with an organic irregularity. 
Made from formed fabric dipped in ethically sourced 
FIIW[E\��XLI�PMKLX�IGLSIW�QER]�TIRHERX�¾S[IVW��1IXEP�
LEW�FIIR�YWIH�XS�IGLS�XLI�HIPMGEXI�ZIMRW�SJ�XLI�¾S[IV�
When illuminated, the light produces a delicate warm 
glow with a warming beeswax and features a dabbled 
shadow effect, with the metal veins beneath, creating a 
FIKYMPMRK�EXQSWTLIVI��8LI�JEFVMG�GEFPI�FVMRKW�E�WSJX�¾S[�
to the upstand like a delicate tendril.This sculptural and 
experiential piece welcomes a sense of enchantment into 
the home.

Dimensions: W: 56cm D: 40cm H: 200cm 
W: 22in D: 15.7in H: 78.7in

Material:  Steel, linen

Lead Time: 12 weeks

SASA Works





ASCENSION, ASH ON ASH, 2022

Ascension, ash on ash, is a single installation that draws upon the 
vernacular of the domestic within sculpture. The ash wood plinth 
on which the crucibles sit is constructed using joinery techniques 
that draw upon a language of furniture making. When combined 
with the series of vessels it moves beyond that of the familiar 
‘bench’ and ‘bowl’ and speaks of sculpture and our relationship to 
materials and objects in space - how we relate to them and how 
we interact with them. 

Made from a single ash tree, the ash crucibles capture the 
movement that takes place when wood is worked in its green 
state. The twisting movement and energy in the wood is caught 
in time as the wood dries and settles into its warped and 
undulating form across each vessel, each placed precisely on the 
sur face of the plinth, to reference where in the tree each came 
from.

Dimensions: W: 140cm D: 40cm H: 70cm
W: 55.1in D: 15.7in H: 27.6in

Material:  Ash

Lead Time: Available immediately

Max Bainbridge



TALL ASH VESSEL III

Tall Ash Vessel III by Cornish woodturner Anthony 
Bryant. Inspired by windswept woodlands and the 
beauty of found timber, this decorative piece is a 
unique ref lection of the natural world.
The inherent beauty of wood motivates Anthony 
to push his skills to new heights. Discovering the 
grain, and the way it affects the form of each 
piece, is central to his process. Working with fresh 
unseasoned wood is a journey of exploration, in 
which the sur face reveals the story of the form.  

Dimensions: W: 32cm D: 32cm H: 57cm
W: 12.3in D: 12.3in H: 22.2in

Material:  Ash

Lead Time: Available immediately

Anthony Bryant



TALL ASH VESSEL IV

Tall Ash Vessel IV by Cornish woodturner Anthony 
Bryant. Inspired by windswept woodlands and the 
beauty of found timber, this decorative piece is a 
unique ref lection of the natural world.
The inherent beauty of wood motivates Anthony 
to push his skills to new heights. Discovering the 
grain, and the way it affects the form of each 
piece, is central to his process. Working with fresh 
unseasoned wood is a journey of exploration, in 
which the sur face reveals the story of the form.  

.

Dimensions: W: 26m D: 26cm H: 50cm
W: 10.1in D: 10.1in H: 19.7in

Material:  Ash

Lead Time: Available immediately

Anthony Bryant



TALL ASH VESSEL V

Tall Ash Vessel V by Cornish woodturner Anthony 
Bryant. Inspired by windswept woodlands and the 
beauty of found timber, this decorative piece is a 
unique ref lection of the natural world.
The inherent beauty of wood motivates Anthony 
to push his skills to new heights. Discovering the 
grain, and the way it affects the form of each 
piece, is central to his process. Working with fresh 
unseasoned wood is a journey of exploration, in 
which the sur face reveals the story of the form.  

.

Dimensions: W: 30cm D: 30cm H: 54cm
W: 11.4in D: 11.4in H: 21.3in

Material:  Ash

Lead Time: Available immediately

Anthony Bryant





YEW VESSEL I

Yew Vessel I by woodturner Anthony Bryant. The 
inherent beauty of wood motivates Anthony to 
push his skills to new heights. Discovering the grain, 
and the way it affects the form of each piece, is 
central to his process. 
The wood for Yew Vessel I came from a very 
old Yew tree that came to the end of its life in a 
beautiful garden not far from Anthony‘s home in 
rural Cornwall. 
This par ticular piece was par ticularly challenging 
to make owing to the uneven ‘ f luted’ way that a 
typical Yew tree grows. Yew trees never grow in a 
per fectly round economical manner, instead they 
are full of holes and irregularities which contribute 
to the raw beauty and unique character of each 
piece. 

Dimensions: W: 35cm D: 35cm H: 35cm
W: 13.4in D: 13.4in H: 13.4in

Material:  Yew

Lead Time: Available immediately

Anthony Bryant



YEW VESSEL II

Yew Vessel II by woodturner Anthony Bryant. The 
inherent beauty of wood motivates Anthony to 
push his skills to new heights. Discovering the grain, 
and the way it affects the form of each piece, is 
central to his process. 
This piece has a character ful grain and ’slit ty’ 
aper tures which almost suggest human expressions. 

Yew trees never grow in a per fectly round 
economical manner, instead they are full of holes 
and irregularities which contribute to the raw 
beauty and unique character of each piece.

Dimensions: W: 30cm D: 30cm H: 40cm
W: 11.8in D: 11.8in H: 15.7in

Material:  Yew

Lead Time: Available immediately

Anthony Bryant



YEW VESSEL 3

The inherent beauty of wood motivates Anthony to 
push his skills to new heights. Discovering the grain, 
and the way it affects the form of each piece, is 
central to his process.  

Yew trees never grow in a per fectly round 
economical manner, instead they are full of holes 
and irregularities which contribute to the raw 
beauty and unique character of each piece. 

Dimensions: W: 46cm D: 46cm H: 24cm
W: 18.1in D: 18.1in H: 9.4in

Material:  Yew

Lead Time: Available immediately

Anthony Bryant 



PYROGRAPHIC VESSEL V

London-based wood turner Darren Appiagyei 
creates work which embraces the intrinsic beauty 
of the wood, be it a knot, crack, bark or grain. 
Pyrography is a mark burning technique in which 
he uses a special tool to very subtly expose the 
transition of tone in the grain of wood.  Maintaining 
the natural elements of the wood is key and this is 
visibly expressed through the imper fections of the 
wood, detail and textures. Pyrographic Vessel V is 
made from Ash sourced locally from Woodlands 
Farm in Shooters Hill, London.

Dimensions: W: 21cm D: 21cm H: 46cm
W: 8.2in D: 8.2in H: 18.1in

Material:  Ash

Lead Time: Available immediately

Darren Appiagyei



PYROGRAPHIC VESSEL VII

London-based wood turner Darren Appiagyei 
creates work which embraces the intrinsic beauty 
of the wood, be it a knot, crack, bark or grain. 
Pyrography is a mark burning technique in which 
he uses a special tool to very subtly expose the 
transition of tone in the grain of wood.  Maintaining 
the natural elements of the wood is key and this 
is visibly expressed through the imper fections of 
the wood, detail and textures. Pyrographic Vessel 
V is made from Maple Burr sourced locally from 
Woodlands Farm in Shooters Hill, London.

Dimensions: W: 18cm D: 18cm H: 37cm
W: 7.1in D: 7.1in H: 14.6in

Material:  Maple Burr

Lead Time: Available immediately

Darren Appiagyei



TIME & TEXTURE SERIES:
LIDDED VESSEL I/23 

Par t of a new collection of sculptural works in the 
Time & Texture Series by LOEWE FOUNDATION 
Craft Prize f inalist Eleanor Lakelin.
The works in this series are turned using a 
challenging technique using hand-held gouges and 
by hollowing out through a very small opening. 

Made with British-grown Sequoia, Eleanor builds up 
layers of texture through carving and sandblasting
which reference patterns and lines in landscape and 
nature.

By working to dif ferent depths within the piece and 
then sandblasting through another layer, a moving, 
sinuous pattern is created which speaks of natural 
movement- of wind, sand, rhythm, f low and of 
time. By sandblasting across the sur face, the lighter 
wood can be blasted away – a kind of speeded-up 
erosion. Time is etched into the f ibres of the
material.

Dimensions: Dia: 48cm H: 45cm
Dia: 18.9in H: 17.7in

Material:  British Sequoia 

Lead Time: Unique piece, 
similar can be commissioned

Eleanor Lakelin



TIME & TEXTURE SERIES:
BASALTES VESSEL I/23 

Par t of a new collection of sculptural works in the 
Time & Texture Series by LOEWE FOUNDATION 
Craft Prize f inalist Eleanor Lakelin.
This series are turned using a challenging technique  
using hand-held gouges and by hollowing out 
through a very small opening. 

Made with British-grown Cedar, the pieces in this 
series of Basalte Vessels are turned on the lathe 
and hollowed using hand-held gouges and textured 
using a handheld chainsaw wheel to groove 
the sur face of the vessel. They are sandblasted 
to wear away the softer areas in the grain to 
reference erosion and the weathering of basalt rock 
formations.

Dimensions: Dia: 18cm H: 52cm
Dia: 7.1in H: 20.5in

Material:  Cedar 

Lead Time: Unique piece, 
similar can be commissioned

Eleanor Lakelin



TIME & TEXTURE SERIES:
BASALTES VESSEL II/23 

Par t of a new collection of sculptural works in the 
Time & Texture Series by LOEWE FOUNDATION 
Craft Prize f inalist Eleanor Lakelin.
This series are turned using a challenging technique  
using hand-held gouges and by hollowing out 
through a very small opening. 

Made with British-grown Cedar, the pieces in this 
series of Basalte Vessels are turned on the lathe 
and hollowed using hand-held gouges and textured 
using a handheld chainsaw wheel to groove 
the sur face of the vessel. They are sandblasted 
to wear away the softer areas in the grain to 
reference erosion and the weathering of basalt rock 
formations.

Dimensions: Dia: 18cm H: 52cm
Dia: 7.1in H: 20.5in

Material:  Cedar (oil waxed) 

Lead Time: Unique piece, 
similar can be commissioned

Eleanor Lakelin



TIME & TEXTURE SERIES:
BASALTES VESSEL III/23 

Par t of a new collection of sculptural works in the 
Time & Texture Series by LOEWE FOUNDATION 
Craft Prize f inalist Eleanor Lakelin.
This series are turned using a challenging technique  
using hand-held gouges and by hollowing out 
through a very small opening. 

Made with British-grown Cedar, the pieces in this 
series of Basalte Vessels are turned on the lathe 
and hollowed using hand-held gouges and textured 
using a handheld chainsaw wheel to groove 
the sur face of the vessel. They are sandblasted 
to wear away the softer areas in the grain to 
reference erosion and the weathering of basalt rock 
formations.

Dimensions: Dia: 13cm H: 37.5cm
Dia: 5.11in H: 14.8in

Material:  British Sequoia (bleached) 

Lead Time: Unique piece, 
similar can be commissioned

Eleanor Lakelin



TIME & TEXTURE SERIES:
ERODING SPHERES 

Par t of a new collection of sculptural works in the 
Time & Texture Series by LOEWE FOUNDATION 
Craft Prize f inalist Eleanor Lakelin.
This series are turned using a challenging technique  
using hand-held gouges and by hollowing out 
through a very small opening. 

Made with British-grown Sequoia, Eleanor builds up 
layers of texture through carving and sandblasting
which reference patterns and lines in landscape and 
nature.

By working to dif ferent depths within the piece and 
then sandblasting through another layer, a moving, 
sinuous pattern is created which speaks of natural 
movement- of wind, sand, rhythm, f low and of time. 

These pieces have been brushed with iron solution 
which reacts with the tannin to produce a deep 
lustrous patina.

Dimensions: I - Dia: 25 / 9.8in
II - Dia: 22cm / 8.7in
III - Dia: 20cm ./ 7.9in

Material:  British Sequoia 

Lead Time: Unique piece, 
similar can be commissioned

Eleanor Lakelin



COOMB BASKET I

This piece was inspired by the beautiful coombes or 
hollows found on the chalky South Downs where 
Annemarie lives. The shape and scale of this basket 
evoke a sense of sharing. The four handles signify 
teamwork, joining together in a spirit of adventure 
like the plant hunters did.

Dimensions: Dia: 105cm
Dia: 41.3in

Material:  Willow

Lead Time: Available immediately

Studio AMOS



COOMB BASKET II

The Small Fitched Coomb is inspired by the gentle 
scoops in the chalk hillsides around us in East 
Sussex. ‘ Fitching’ describes the open weave which 
allows the contents of the basket to air and dry. 
The shape and scale of this basket evoke a sense of 
sharing. The four handles signify teamwork, joining 
together in a spirit of adventure.

Dimensions: Dia: 89cm
Dia: 35in

Material:  Willow

Lead Time: Available immediately

Studio AMOS



SMEUSE MOBILE I

Smeuse Mobile is an original Ar twork by Annenarie 
O‘Sullivan of Studio AMOS, inf luenced by the 
irregular skewed shapes of the f ields we walk 
through and the ever-changing hedges which 
enclose them. 

‘Smeuse’ is an old Sussex word to describe the 
gap in the base of a hedge made by the frequent 
passage of small animals.

These delicate pieces f loat around each other, 
continually redef ining themselves in the space they 
share. Light and shadow slowly shif ts, evoking the 
low evening sun as it plays through hedges. 
.

Dimensions: W: 120cm H: 186cm 
W: 47.2in H: 73.2in

Material:  Willow, brass, nylon thread

Lead Time: Available immediately

Studio AMOS 





ROUND SEEDPOD 2

In her Seedpod series, Caroline explores abstract 
sculptural forms, suggestive of seeds which 
ref lect the hidden potential energy inside. The 
added stems suggest sprouting, green shoots and 
windblown aids to dispersal. Caroline‘s main focus 
is on sustainability; the use of local materials; and 
treading the land gently.  

.

Dimensions: W: 54cm D: 50cm H: 50cm
W: 21.3in D: 19.7in H: 19.7in

Material:  Dorset Birch Dorset and Somerset 
Willow: Salix daphnoides Salix Brittany 
Greent

Lead Time: Available immediately

Caroline Sharp



ROUND SEEDPOD 3

In her Seedpod series, Caroline explores abstract 
sculptural forms, suggestive of seeds which 
ref lect the hidden potential energy inside. The 
added stems suggest sprouting, green shoots and 
windblown aids to dispersal. Caroline‘s main focus 
is on sustainability; the use of local materials; and 
treading the land gently.  

.

Dimensions: W: 50cm D: 50cm H: 50cm
W: 19.7in D: 19.7in H: 19.7in

Material:  Dorset Birch, Somerset Willow (Salix 
Flanders, Red Salix, Caledendron, Mon-
bretia)

Lead Time: Available immediately

Caroline Sharp



STILL POINT OF THE TURNING WORLD 
NO.5

Inspired by the poetry of John O Donoghue and his 
local landscape in Ireland, this piece is hand-woven 
from willow, grown by Joe. It is woven into a tapered 
cone-shape, with a small stone sitting in the narrow 
opening at the top of the vessel. Combining the 
natural and the man-made, it is an intriguing piece. 

Dimensions: W: 52cm L: 50cm H: 65cm
W: 20.47in L: 19.68in H: 25.59in

Material: Willow, stone  

Lead Time: One-off pieces, similar products can 
be commissioned

Joe Hogan



VIRGINIA CREEPER POD

Virginia creeper although beautiful can become 
invasive so Pip has gathered it from several gardens 
where it was unwanted. The creeper is tightly 
woven and wrapped around a frame of clematis. 
The vine shrinks as it ages and dries, becoming a 
more open structure. 

Woven with grasses, roots and leaves, Pip‘s work 
feels as though it has been found in a hedgerow or 
gathered from the forest f loor, before being placed 
on a mantlepiece to be treasured.

Dimensions: H: 43cm W: 44 D: 41cm
H: 16.9 

Material:  Virginia Creeper and Clematis

Lead Time: Available immediately

Pip Rice 



TIED SILVER BIRCH BASKET

Pip Rice found her inspiration for this piece in 
a large palm cone, carefully wrapped and tied 
in string to preserve it on its journey back from 
Australia 140 years ago. 

As a collector of natural treasures, such as conkers 
and leaves, Pip found this delicate process of 
preservation very appealing. Pip’s intention was 
to express this notion of collecting, treasuring 
and protecting through her basketry. Woven with 
grasses, roots and leaves, her work feels as though 
it has been found in a hedgerow or gathered 
from the forest f loor, before being placed on a 
mantlepiece to be treasured.
 
.

Dimensions: H: 60cm W: 45cm
H 23.6in W: 17.7in:

Material:  Silver birch twigs and raffia

Lead Time: Available immediately

Pip Rice 



RANDOM WEAVE WITH ROOTS

Roots can quickly take over a garden, but Pip Rice 
f inds beauty in working with plentiful and often 
invasive plants, transforming these everyday f lora 
into precious works of ar t.

Woven with grasses, roots and leaves, Pip‘s work 
feels as though it has been found in a hedgerow or 
gathered from the forest f loor, before being placed 
on a mantlepiece to be treasured.

Dimensions: H: 15cm W: 25cm
H: 23.6in W: 9.4in

Material:  Muehlenbeckia and unidentified roots.

Lead Time: Available immediately

Pip Rice 



MEADOW BASKETS

Plants can quickly take over a garden, but Pip Rice 
f inds beauty in working with plentiful and often 
invasive plants, transforming these everyday f lora 
into precious works of ar t.

Woven with grasses, roots and leaves, Pip‘s work 
feels as though it has been found in a hedgerow or 
gathered from the forest f loor, before being placed 
on a mantlepiece to be treasured.

Image features: Virginia Creeper Pod, Meadow 
Grass Basket with Pebble and Phorium Basket I .
 
.

Dimensions: From - H: 12cm to H: 43cm
From - H:4.7in to H: 16.9in

Material:  Virginia Creeper, clematis, grasses, raffia 
and vine tendrill

Lead Time: Available immediately

Annemarie O‘Sullivan 



DARNED MAGNOLIA BOWL

This sculptural work is the result of a collaboration 
between makers Hilary Burns and the Takahashi 
McGil duo, who found inspiration in learning about 
each others practice and methods. This collection 
explores the idea of joining turned and carved 
wood with basketry elements. They work towards 
pairing dif ferent, but complimentary natural
materials, to make unique & character ful pieces. 

This piece is f irst carved by Takahashi McGil with 
wood from a very old magnolia tree in Brixham, 
Devonm which was rotted and had to be cut down. 
Hilary darned the bowl with plaited willow bark. It 
is stitched with waxed linen thread. The top edge 
incorporates espar to grass (beaten & dyed with 
iron) with local willow bark decoration. 

Dimensions: Dia: 28cm- H: 16cm
From 11in -H: 6.3in

Material:  Magonia wood with willow bark, linen & 
espar to grass..

Lead Time: Available immediately

Hilary Burns & Takahashi McGil



MAGNOLIA BOWL WITH PLIED 
RUSH, CHESTNUT AND WILLOW 
BARK 

This sculptural work is the result of a collaboration 
between makers Hilary Burns and the Takahashi 
McGil duo, who found inspiration in learning about 
each others practice and methods. This collection 
explores the idea of joining turned and carved 
wood with basketry elements. They work towards 
pairing dif ferent, but complimentary natural
materials, to make unique & character ful pieces.  

This piece is carved by Takahashi McGil with wood 
from a very old magnolia tree in Brixham, Devon. 
It was rotted and had to be cut down. Hilary used 
three ply cordage rolled on the lower leg with from 
rush ( juncus krausii), chestnut bark (from Haytor, 
Devon), and the piece is stitched with hand spun 
hemp and willow bark (local) coils.
.

Dimensions: Dia: 19cm H: 17cm
Dia: 7.5in H:6.7in

Material:  Magnolia Wood with Rush, Chestnut and 
willow bark

Lead Time: Available immediately

Hilary Burns & Takahashi McGil



CHERRY BOWL WITH BARK

This sculptural work is the result of a collaboration 
between makers Hilary Burns and the Takahashi 
McGil duo, who found inspiration in learning about 
each others practice and methods. This collection 
explores the idea of joining turned and carved 
wood with basketry elements. They work towards 
pairing dif ferent, but complimentary natural
materials, to make unique & character ful pieces.

This bowl is carved by Takahashi McGil with wood 
from a tree in Cockington Country Park and the 
bark harvested from a wild cherry (which is only 
possible when the sap is rising). It is stitched with 
antique waxed linen. Beech root is also incorporate  
from a storm-fallen tree on the banks of the Dar t.

Dimensions: Dia: 28cm H: 28cm
Dia: 11in H:11in

Material:  Cherry and Wild Cheery Bark with 
Beech root

Lead Time: Available immediately

Hilary Burns & Takahashi McGil



FRINGED LANDSCAPE

Inspired by a book ‘The Lost Rainforests of Britain’, 
this piece is a new exploration by basket maker 
Hilary Burns into thatching. 
Wherever there is damp weather, people have 
developed ways of using plant materials to produce 
‘ thatched’ garments, so that the rain is shed, 
running down the long f ibres. .

Dimensions: W: 80cm H: 80cm
W: 31.5in H: 31.5in

Material:  Fitched White Willow, Wild iris, leaves dried 
corded and knotted

Lead Time: Available immediately

Hilary Burns & Takahashi McGil



SUSSEX WEFT VESSELS: SET I

Elaine found direct inspiration in a companion 
craf t - hand-spun and woven textiles. Working with 
Brighton based ar tist-maker Imogen Bright Moon, 
Elaine created a collection ref lecting the muted 
tones of cream, beige and dark f lecked brown 
found in undyed wool and natural yarns. The forms 
and textures of the vessels were similarly inspired 
by shapes and textures found in weaving - the 
tapered forms of yarn cones and the repeated lines 
drawn in the warp and weft of woven fabric.

Elaine’s signature use of mixed media in her work 
ensured the use of carefully placed additions - in 
this case tendrils of wisteria draw meandering, 
thread-like lines in the air above the ceramic pieces. 

Dimensions: From H: 8cm - 33cm
From 3.1in - 13in

Material:  Ceramic and Wisteria

Lead Time: Available immediately

Elaine Sheppard Bolt



SUSSEX WEFT VESSELS: SET II

Elaine found direct inspiration in a companion 
craf t - hand-spun and woven textiles. Working with 
Brighton based ar tist-maker Imogen Bright Moon, 
Elaine created a collection ref lecting the muted 
tones of cream, beige and dark f lecked brown 
found in undyed wool and natural yarns. The forms 
and textures of the vessels were similarly inspired 
by shapes and textures found in weaving - the 
tapered forms of yarn cones and the repeated lines 
drawn in the warp and weft of woven fabric.

Elaine’s signature use of mixed media in her work 
ensured the use of carefully placed additions - in 
this case tendrils of wisteria draw meandering, 
thread-like lines in the air above the ceramic pieces. 
.

Dimensions: From H: 11cm - 29cm
From 4.3in - 11.4in

Material:  Ceramic and Wisteria

Lead Time: Available immediately

Elaine Sheppard Bolt



SUSSEX WEFT VESSELS: SET III

Elaine found direct inspiration in a companion 
craf t - hand-spun and woven textiles. Working with 
Brighton based ar tist-maker Imogen Bright Moon, 
Elaine created a collection ref lecting the muted 
tones of cream, beige and dark f lecked brown 
found in undyed wool and natural yarns. The forms 
and textures of the vessels were similarly inspired 
by shapes and textures found in weaving - the 
tapered forms of yarn cones and the repeated lines 
drawn in the warp and weft of woven fabric.

Elaine’s signature use of mixed media in her work 
ensured the use of carefully placed additions - in 
this case tendrils of wisteria draw meandering, 
thread-like lines in the air above the ceramic pieces. 

Dimensions: From H: 8cm - 33cm
From 3.1in - 13in

Material:  Ceramic and Wisteria

Lead Time: Available immediately

Elaine Sheppard Bolt



SUSSEX WEFT VESSELS: SET IV

Elaine found direct inspiration in a companion 
craf t - hand-spun and woven textiles. Working with 
Brighton based ar tist-maker Imogen Bright Moon, 
Elaine created a collection ref lecting the muted 
tones of cream, beige and dark f lecked brown 
found in undyed wool and natural yarns. The forms 
and textures of the vessels were similarly inspired 
by shapes and textures found in weaving - the 
tapered forms of yarn cones and the repeated lines 
drawn in the warp and weft of woven fabric.

Elaine’s signature use of mixed media in her work 
ensured the use of carefully placed additions - in 
this case tendrils of wisteria draw meandering, 
thread-like lines in the air above the ceramic pieces. 

Dimensions: From H: 8cm - 33cm
From 3.1in - 13in

Material:  Ceramic and Wisteria

Lead Time: Available immediately

Elaine Sheppard Bolt



SUSSEX WEFT VESSELS: SET V

Elaine found direct inspiration in a companion 
craf t - hand-spun and woven textiles. Working with 
Brighton based ar tist-maker Imogen Bright Moon, 
Elaine created a collection ref lecting the muted 
tones of cream, beige and dark f lecked brown 
found in undyed wool and natural yarns. The forms 
and textures of the vessels were similarly inspired 
by shapes and textures found in weaving - the 
tapered forms of yarn cones and the repeated lines 
drawn in the warp and weft of woven fabric.

Elaine’s signature use of mixed media in her work 
ensured the use of carefully placed additions - in 
this case tendrils of wisteria draw meandering, 
thread-like lines in the air above the ceramic pieces. 

Dimensions: From H: 8cm - 33cm
From 3.1in - 13in

Material:  Ceramic and Wisteria

Lead Time: Available immediately

Elaine Sheppard Bolt



WOODLAND UTENSILS: SEA GRASS

Par t of a collection by ceramicist Elanie Bolt for 
Grown in Britain exploring landscapes of Sussex 
and incorporating found metal and hand craf ted 
porcelain treasures.

Dimensions: W: 40cm H: 40cm
W: 15.7in H: 15.73in

Material:  Porcelain, found metal

Lead Time: Available immediately

Elaine Sheppard Bolt



WOODLAND UTENSILS: 
WOOD & SPOON

Par t of a collection by ceramicist Elanie Bolt for 
Grown in Britain exploring landscapes of Sussex 
and incorporating found wood, lichen and hand 
craf ted porcelain treasures.

Dimensions: W: 40cm H: 40cm
W: 15.7in H: 15.73in

Material:  Porcelain, found wood, lichen

Lead Time: Available immediately

Elaine Sheppard Bolt



CLOTH OF CHALK 

Par t of a new collection of work by Imogen 
Bright Moon for The New Craftsmen, the Cloths 
of Chalk, Shell & Clay are a continuation of a 
creative collaboration and ar tistic relationship 
with acclaimed ceramicist Elaine Bolt, and her new 
collection, Sussex Weft. 

These narrative textiles speak to texture and tone; 
the implicit quietude of the coastal landscape 
of East Sussex, where they are woven. These 
weavings are studies in painterly washes of the 
natural pigment found in the blending of rare-breed 
British f leeces, golden f lax linens (in various states 
of retting and sun-whitening); textured nettle, 
and luminous wild silk . An echo of the matte and 
powdered ancient landscape can be felt in the 
textile; a journey along the Pilgrim Path, speaking 
the languages of weather, coast, camouf lage 
and murmuration and woven into a work of 
contemporary craf t . 
Each piece comese with a pair of hand-forged 
hooks for hanging. 

Dimensions: W: 90cm H: 164cm (plus fringe)
W: 35.4in H: 64.6in

Material:  British rare-breed wools in natural 
shades (South Down, Shetland, Nor th 
Ronaldsay), flax linen, wild silk.

Lead Time: Available immediately

Imogen Bright Moon



CLOTH OF CLAY 

Par t of a new collection of work by Imogen 
Bright Moon for The New Craftsmen, the Cloths 
of Chalk, Shell & Clay are a continuation of a 
creative collaboration and ar tistic relationship 
with acclaimed ceramicist Elaine Bolt, and her new 
collection, Sussex Weft. 

These narrative textiles speak to texture and tone; 
the implicit quietude of the coastal landscape of 
East Sussex, where they are woven. 
These weavings are studies in painterly washes of 
the natural pigment found in the blending of rare-
breed British f leeces, golden f lax linens (in various 
states of retting and sun-whitening); textured 
nettle, and luminous wild silk . An echo of the matte 
and powdered ancient landscape can be felt in the 
textile; a journey along the Pilgrim Path, speaking 
the languages of weather, coast, camouf lage 
and murmuration and woven into a work of 
contemporary craf t . 
Each piece comes with a pair of hand-forged hooks 
for hanging.

Dimensions: W: 90cm H: 154cm (plus fringe)
W: 35.4in H: 60.6in

Material:  British rare-breed wools in natural 
shades (South Down, Shetland, Nor th 
Ronaldsay), flax linen, wild silk.

Lead Time: Available immediately

Imogen Bright Moon



CLOTH OF SHELL 

Par t of a new collection of work by Imogen 
Bright Moon for The New Craftsmen, the Cloths 
of Chalk, Shell & Clay are a continuation of a 
creative collaboration and ar tistic relationship 
with acclaimed ceramicist Elaine Bolt, and her new 
collection, Sussex Weft. 

These narrative textiles speak to texture and tone; 
the implicit quietude of the coastal landscape 
of East Sussex, where they are woven. These 
weavings are studies in painterly washes of the 
natural pigment found in the blending of rare-breed 
British f leeces, golden f lax linens (in various states 
of retting and sun-whitening); textured nettle, 
and luminous wild silk . An echo of the matte and 
powdered ancient landscape can be felt in the 
textile; a journey along the Pilgrim Path, speaking 
the languages of weather, coast, camouf lage 
and murmuration and woven into a work of 
contemporary craf t . 
Each piece comes with a pair of hand-forged hooks 
for hanging. 

Dimensions: W: 92cm H: 160cm (plus fringe)
W: 36.24in H: 62.3in

Material:  British rare-breed wools (South Down, 
Shetland, Nor th Ronaldsay, Welsh), flax 
linen, wild silk, nettle.

Lead Time: Available immediately

Imogen Bright Moon


